
profitability – all with one program! Driver Performer promises 
a quick start up with no additional hardware costs or head 
count. Even better, most upgrade improvements are FREE. 

Drive Retention  
Driver Performer peer grouping retention methodology  
contains a robust Driver Retention Alert system created to  
develop Driver Profiles that are more meaningful to each 
driver and can result in more productive performance  
evaluations. In addition, critical event technology from all 
sources were added to the Compliance and Safety Risk  
toolbox in an effort to automate reviews, workflow and  
follow ups based on productivity, risk assessment,  
pay-for-performance, reporting and more! 
 
Increase Your Profitability! 
Timely information and management of your driver’s  
performance is the key to making every element of  
your business as productive as possible. Contact us at  
1-866-771-5003 or visit www.truckscore.com to learn  
more about how you can drive results and save money  
with Driver Performer. 
 
About Transportation Performance, Inc. (TPI)
Better data and better decisions – it’s what drives us! TPI is a 
provider of original software solutions and expert consulting 
services in the truckload industry. Through the identification 
and assessment of data that drives improved decision  
making, TPI clients benefit from increased efficiencies,  
revenue and profitability. With decades of years in the  
trucking industry, TPI works with clients who operate fleets 
both regionally and nationwide. For more information, visit 
www.tpitechnology.com 

Driver Performer:   
Take Control of the wheel

Get a clearer picture of what is actually happening 
on the road and manage your operations more 
effectively with Driver Performer. 

Driving For Results
Driver Performer is an innovative driver management  
solution that addresses the human component of your  
trucking operation in a cross-dimensional and user-friendly 
scorecard that’s as easy as point and click! Through on-demand 
feedback, you can quickly isolate issues and proactively  
manage how your drivers are functioning along key  
performance indicators determined by your specific goals.

Understandable, On-Demand Feedback
Feedback is timely and specific and based on an intelligent 
scorecard of meaningful data you and your drivers can quickly 
act upon to modify driving habits based on preset parameters. 
The TPI dashboard consolidates more real-time information, 
flowing from more sources, in one place, than any other tool 
currently available on the road! This allows you to see all 
critical components at a high level and the flexibility to drill 
down and manage specific key indicators such as CSA  
compliance, safety and risk, on-time service, payroll  
information, and warning flags for retention issues. 

More Performance
Find out where you are operating well and where you can 
improve. Driver Performer takes into account all relevant 
driver and vehicle factors including: safety records and risk 
assessments, on-time and hours of service, productivity, labor 
costs, fuel utilization, speed, out-of-route miles, idle time, 
and more. 

The Most Gain
Focus on those drivers that will provide the most improvement 
to your bottom line. TPI doesn’t just deliver more details, but 
more results by helping you track and manage your driver 
data so you can develop more effective performance  
benchmarks as a means to improve profitability. Driver  
Performer also offers the structure to create, implement, and 
track a manager’s performance program for improvement 
and reward. 

Bottom Line Impact
Driver Performer can help you make better decisions, on road 
and off. Retain the “best of the best drivers”, improve fuel 
efficiencies, reduce insurance costs, improve asset utilization, 
enhance workflow, increase on-time service, and focus on 

866-771-5003   www.tpitechnology.com

TM


